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To
The Inspector in-Charge,
Banl<ura Police Station,
Banl<ura.

Sub:- Complaint.

Sir,

In producing herewith the arrested accused namely Baren Gorai (32 yrs) S/o Lt. BasudebGorai of Keshiakole, Gorai Para, Ps & Dist.-Bankuru utong *itri-Lir.a vehicle bearingRegistration no wB-67819657 Tata Intra v-30 & 65 (sixty five) polythene bags (50 Kgs each) fullof wheat' to the effect that today 25.08.2021 at about 1g.00 hrs acting on a secret sourceinformation myself being accompanied by sI. Ramnarayan pal of Bankura pS along with force ol.Bankura PS and DEB, Bankura had been at Jagadalla near Dhaldanga morh under'Bankura ps andapprehended the above noted vehicle.'on being searched 65 porythene bags wheat containing 50Kgs in each bag is loaclecl in the vehicle. The iriver oi,rr. vehicle u, no,Id above stated that heloaded the said ivheat in his vehicle from the godown of punisole MR dealer namely Roushan KhanS/o Not knoun of I(eshabpur (Nlear Azad,*ort1, punirot",-pi: il;,;;rt.-Bankura with a viento deliver it to the shop.of one oki@Rafiqul Mondal at Moyrabalrdh village for disposal. But he

fi:TjffIduce 
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"rr",a wheat or any roid chalran for canying

on inteffogaticn he stated that as per direction of MR dealer of Keshabpur village narnelyRoushan I{ran an<l 'oKI' he loaded said wheat as he done earrier. He also stated that today said'oKI' of Punisole callecl him rvith vehicle and went punisole with him in the house cum godown ofthe MR dealer (Roushan Khan) situated beside *orqr. and with.the help of the labours loadedthose wheat bags in his vehicle

subsequently after apprehension, the driver was taken to the house of the MR dealer fromwhere he loaded the wireat and shop of oKI @ Rafikul but both of them were not available.
After'observing all legal formalities myself seized the above noted 65 bags wheat along withthe vehicle under proper seizure list duly singed by the witnesses and arrested the above notedperson' All the iterns were properlv labeted.Alopy of r.irr;;l;;;;*, n."id over to him. Afterwards we moved to all possible places to trace out the MR dearer as well as said .,oKI,,but 

in vain.
Apparently' it is seems to be the wheat of PDS items and sri Latifur Jamal, Sub-DivisionalFood & Supply controller, Bankura has been inspected the same keeping his opinion abeyance.
It is reasonably believe that lhe arrested person along with the MR dealer and the broker"oKI" procured those wheat which is\'suspectea to ue stolen property and all of them are habituatedto dealing with stolen property knowing fully as well as violated the Goi,t. order and tried todispose the PDS items by depriving the actual beneficiaries in open market for more piofit. They
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are liable for prosecution under Section 188 IPC'rsad with section 7(1Xa)(ii) of Essential

Commodities Act 1955, section 4 of West Bengal Anti Profiteering Act 1958, section

3791411,/4131414IPC and section 52153 Disaster Managemqpt Act 2005 for procuring, hoarding,

supplying, storing and transporting of wheat illegally. The driver namely Baren Gorai also failed to

produce any paper relating to vehicle bearing No. WB-67819657.

On retum to PS, myself submitted this complaint to'$tart a case U/S 188 IPC read with

section 7(1Xa)(ii) of Essential Commodities Act 1955, section 4 of West Bengal Anti Profiteering

Act 1958, section 379l4tll4l3l4l4IPC and section 52153 f)isaster Management Act 2005 against

(1) Baren Gorai (32 Yrs) S/O Lt. Basudeb Gorai of Keshiakole, Gorai Para, PS & Dist.-Bankura (2)

MR dealer Roushan Khan S/O Not know of Keshabpur (Near Azad morh), Punisole, PS.- Onda,

Dist.-Bankura and broker "OKI" for commission of aforesaid offences. In anticipation of kind

approval SI. Manas Chatterjee of DEB, Bankura has been entrusted to investigate the case.

Enclosure:-

-

1. Original seizure list,
2. Arcest memo,

Yours taithfully, lt
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(SI. Goutam Sen) '' S-l*/ 
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DEB, Bankura
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